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CELEBRATING
INNOVATIVE
IMAGINATION
When humans connect, there’s always an
outcome—an uncontrollable incentive and
stimulus to make the world a better place.
People flourish in inspirational settings
and grow through exchange of knowledge.
Learning something new is an added piece
to the ever-growing puzzle of development
and opportunity; the way this knowledge is
shared sets the tone of it all.
Our iconic design and exceptional facilities
are built to stimulate your imagination,
because we believe that inspiration fuels
bigger, more spellbinding experiences.
We also boast a world-leading, green
technology venue, as sustainability is an
integral part of our daily operations.
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Beyond convention, we bring together
a wide variety of corporate and cultural
events under one roof. We have had the
pleasure of welcoming international
prestigious events, world-renowned
artists, and some of the brightest
business minds and distinguished
politicians throughout the past few
years. We’re not just a venue; we’re
an experience that everyone seeks
to be part of.
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INTRODUCTIONS
ARE IN ORDER
Marhaba and welcome to the Qatar National Convention Centre
We first opened our doors in December 2011, and it has been an interesting adventure ever since. Qatar National
Convention Centre (QNCC) is the brainchild of a mission to introduce a new world standard of venues in Qatar.
The time, energy, and brightest talent dedicated to this mission has created one of the most sophisticated
convention and exhibition centres built to date.

A LOCATION TO BE ENVIED
One of QNCC’s unique advantages is
its strategic location in Education City.
As a world-class venue built to host
international thought-provoking research
and knowledge-based conferences and
exhibitions, at QNCC we make sure to
bring together the world’s best minds in
one place. Situated alongside the Qatar
Science & Technology Park, the Sidra
Medical and Research Center, worldrenowned universities, and research
and technology institutions, we enjoy
the advantages of the proximity to such
organisations and the contact with the
sharp minds they house.

As QNCC, we are a member of Qatar
Foundation and are managed and
operated by AMLAK. AMLAK is a 100%
Qatari holding company, which is
committed to its mission of Bringing
Assets to Life by applying innovative
integrated asset management principles
and practices, creating round-the-clock
integrated communities and elevating
national capabilities to global standards.
AMLAK is committed to utilising best-inclass commercial mindsets to enhance
the value of assets.

Yet the finishing touch is the ease of
access to the amenities that Education
City offers. From a golf course that
includes an 18 hole championship course
and an equestrian club of international
standards to welcoming hotels such as Al
Shaqab and Premier Inn and a delicious
farm-to-table restaurant, Education City
offers a range of entertainment and
hospitality options within minutes from
QNCC, making everything more practical
and pleasant.
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INSPIRING SPACES

Traditions

Qncc has been designed with the
utmost care in creating a space that
harnesses natural light and delivers
an impressive balance of comfort
and luxury. The magnitude of the
centre consists of multiple spaces
to accommodate all types of events,
conferences, exhibitions, meetings,
banquet functions, theatrical
productions, concerts, seminars,
trainings and special events.

QNCC was designed by the renowned
Japanese architect Arata Isozaki, who
was inspired by Qatar’s beloved icon,
the Sidra tree. The spectacular façade
resembles two majestic trees reaching
up to support the exterior canopy. The
tree itself holds a deeper story, as it
was traditionally used for shelter in the
desert and as a haven for poets and
scholars who once gathered beneath its
branches to exchange knowledge.

Innovative Designs

The spider sculpture

QNCC boasts a visually striking
façade, the “Sidra tree”, and equally
impressive interior spaces. This facility
was purpose-built to achieve the gold
certification standards of U.S. Green
Building Council’s Leadership in Energy
and Environment Design (LEED),
making it one of the most sustainable
buildings in the region. The innovative
environmental features of the building
look after both the environment and the
comfort of your delegates.

When you enter the building, you’re
greeted by the magnificent Maman
sculpture created by the worldrenowned artist Louise Bourgeois, which
stands protectively in QNCC’s central
foyer. A gift from the Qatar Museums
Authority, this masterpiece doubles as a
conversation piece, and ever so humbly,
a meeting point prompting people
to “meet at the spider.”
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QNCC AT
A GLANCE
One of the
largest and most
technologically
advanced venues
in the Middle East

award-winning and
ISO 9001:2008
accredited venue

Versatile spaces
with multiple
breakout meeting
rooms

Full in-house event
support services
including catering

comprehensive
meeting packages

Cutting-edge
presentation
technology
and production
capabilities

Simultaneous
translation system
handles up to
8 languages in
selected rooms

35000m2 of columnfree exhibition space
with modular
rigging grids

Full pit and trench
services system
throughout the
exhibition halls

108-inch flat screens
in all the meeting
rooms

Complimentary
WI-FI

Dedicated ticketing
counterS AND
Cloakrooms for
delegates

Open spaces
and dramatic high
volume foyers

On-site cafes as
well as mobile food
and beverage units
based on event
requirements

24-hour
security
management
system

Marshaling yard
area to facilitate
the exhibitors

2 VIP car parks and multi-level covered car park with space for 3,200 cars and 40 buses

ISO 9001:2008
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HACCP

ISO 22000:2005
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DO IT
ALL
CONFERENCES

MEETINGS

To start with, our signature, theatrestyle conference hall holds up to 4,000
delegates. This hall can be adapted
for multi-purpose setup suitable for
banquets, concerts and plenary
sessions. It’s installed with the region’s
most advanced lighting system,
consisting of 28 marvellous
Swarovski crystal chandeliers.

At QNCC we believe in high-quality
treatment, no matter the size of the
event. This is why we provide a total of
52 meeting rooms with a seating capacity
ranging from 10 to 260 seats. Each room
comes fully equipped with a 108-inch
screen and built-in AV system.
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Our 52 spacious and deluxe meeting
rooms vary in sizes and include four
sets of connected meeting rooms that
can accomodate up to 260 delegates.
The meeting rooms can be subdivided
according to one’s needs and connected
to set up a variety of configurations.
Equipped with audiovisual facilities, our
meeting rooms are as highly functional
and practical as they are comfortable.
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EXHIBITIONS

We boast 9 exhibition halls providing
38,864m2 of indoor space – including two
multipurpose areas, exhibition halls
1 and 2, with a complete trenching
system and AV grids. These halls are
also supplied with modular rigging grids,
allowing access and rigging directly from
the exhibition floor – a distinct feature
that allows you to easily place events a
notch above the rest.
In addition to the indoor venue/
infrastructure, our grounds include
aimpressive 3,105m2 outdoor
space – big enough to hold any large
equipment (including machinery) or
even a helicopter pad. The space is
equipped with its open power, water and
IT infrastructure.

AuditoriA
This is another one of our features that
we can’t help but brag about: 3 tiered
auditoriums with built-in stages, AV
production room and translation booths,
that can accommodate up to 382, 289
and 458 guests respectively. Just
imagine the possibilities waiting in such
a grandiose setting.
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THEATRE
One of our gems is our enchanting theatre hall. With a grand total of 2,232 seats,
10 dressing rooms, 2 star dressing rooms, 2 chorus changing rooms, a green room,
5 musician’s rooms and finally, a conductor’s room, our theatre is a testament that
our architects have thought of every possible need and have catered to it. Whether
on stage or in the audience, you truly are in for quite an experience.
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BECAUSE WE BELIEVE IN
A HOLISTIC EXPERIENCE
The attention and care we poured into our space is
exemplified by the extra touches our Centre includes

Spacious pre-function,
exhibition foyers

Centre’s security team
provides 24-hour venue
security

Conference hall,
theatre, 3 AUDITORIUMS
and selected meeting
rooms equipped to
offer up to 8 languages
and simultaneous
translation

Luxurious lounges
and
7 hospitality suites

Dedicated registration
desks, business
centre and media
room

In-house catering

Multi-storey covered
car park with space
for 3,200 cars, 40
coaches and 59 taxis
located adjacent
to QNCC

Information kiosks for
way-finding support

Disability access THAT meetS Americans with Disability Act (ADA) Guidelines.
Some of the features include multiple lifts for ease of access, Braille signage, lower
counter heights for guests on wheelchairs and restrooms with special needs facilities.
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WE GO ABOVE
AND BEYOND
AT QNCC WE UNDERSTAND THAT A HASSLE-FREE EVENT EXPERIENCE IS A MUST, AND THAT IS WHY
OUR INTEGRATED SERVICES WERE EXPERTLY DESIGNED TO MEET YOUR CRITERIA
Event Management
QNCC has a large experienced team of event professionals trained to take care of all our clients’ requirements, from pre-planning to
move-out arrangements. This means an events team is always on standby with an assigned manager acting as a single point of contact
throughout, ensuring you’re not overwhelmed by all the small details. To reinforce our belief that every event is unique, we also provide a
services manager for on-ground assistance at your event.

AV Support
Our centre is built to facilitate all types
of events ranging from high-profile
conferences and exhibitions to international
theatrical productions. Our promise to do
so is delivered with the latest cutting-edge
technologies, equipment to stage worldclass events, and an in-house AV team
ready to provide a complete A-Z service
for even the smallest of corporate
meetings to full conference and
international theatre production.
Big or small, we’ve got you covered.
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Rigging &
Exhibition Services
QNCC’s exhibition hall ceiling consists
of a series of gridded modules that can
each be individually raised or lowered at
the touch of a button, all the way down
to floor level, giving the building the
flexibility to change its shape depending
on the event that is being hosted. Our
exhibition halls are also fitted with
full colour LED lighting that allows
organisers to control the ambiance.

IT & Telecommunications
This is also known as our all-important,
behind-the-scenes spectacle. Catering to
all potential business needs, QNCC offers
presentation technology for meetings,
total computer networking, audience
response systems, and full spectrum of
telecommunications, internet and wireless
communication services. To top it off,
our building has a complete fibre optic
infrastructure linking all the spaces and
our in-house IT team is capable of delivering
integrated communication solutions.
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HOUSEKEEPING Services
The utmost attention is paid to managing
the cleanliness of all spaces and access
areas. With a full range of equipment,
QNCC’s trained housekeeping team
is ready to respond to customised
client’s (including exhibitor’s) requests
and specifications, giving you the
convenience of spotless, home comfort
at your meeting or event.

Food & Beverage
including on-stand
hospitality
A team of chefs operates in the fully
equipped QNCC kitchen. All meals are
prepared on-site and served right from
the kitchen to the table. QNCC’s kitchen
caters to various food and beverage
options including conference lunches,
refreshment breaks, gala dinners,
receptions, exhibition catering for
visitors and exhibitors plus on-stand
catering. The team is flexible to meet
specific event requirements from
sit-down plated meals to “grab and go”
or rapid menus. Specialised menus can
also be tailored by the chefs to meet
your guests’ dietary needs.
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Car Park & traffic valet
service Management
Spread out across a total area of
200,000m², QNCC is a 3-level complex
with a 5-storey car park connected by
an air-conditioned walkway. Within the
vicinity of QNCC, there are 2 VIP car parks,
dedicated covered parking for 3,200
vehicles and 40 buses connected by
air-conditioned travelators.
Traffic management is provided for all
events, but for larger attendance events
a full traffic operation plan is coordinated
between the various government
departments and the event owner/
promoter. We’ve set a process in motion
and it’s all to ensure people come and go
in the swiftest way possible.
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Health, Safety
& Security
QNCC’s HSSE team provides 24-hour venue security via a dedicated health, safety
and security centre. All security personnel are fully trained with QNCC’s security
management system and on evacuation procedures. Vehicle entry points are manned
whilst movement of people in public and back-of-the-house areas on QNCC premises is
monitored round-the-clock through CCTV. Special security planning can be arranged on
request.
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DO IT
RIGHT
QNCC is proud to mention that it was built to achieve gold certification of the US Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and
Environment Design (LEED)—a rating system assessing design, construction and operations through a whole building approach
to sustainability.
Each of our spaces benefit from architectural features unique to QNCC. The awe-inspiring high ceilings paired with the abundance
of natural sunlight integrated into the very design of the space have made our grounds popular for a range of events. The walls,
roof, and windows of QNCC are built to integrate maximum insulation with the exterior construction to minimise energy usage.
The intelligent design of our skylights allow for natural day lighting, reducing the energy consumption and providing a warmer
ambience.

OUR ECO-HIGHLIGHTS SHINE THE BRIGHTEST

32%

more efficient compared to
a similarly designed building

12.5%

of the centre’s energy needs are provided by over 3,500m2 of solar panels

Water efficiency:
reduction of potable
(drinking) water usage
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50%

reduction of the amount of water
drainage from the building

Energy efficiency: we’ve implemented integrated energy saving
methods to minimise usage through building construction
(walls, roofs and windows integrate maximum insulation
with exterior), heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems, lighting systems (we take advantage of daylight),
and finally, plumbing, hot water and heating systems
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QNCC
AWARDS
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Middle East’s
Leading Exhibition
& Convention
Centre, World
Travel Awards
2012, 2014 & 2015

Best
Conference
and Convention
Centre, World
Tourism Forum
Awards 2015

Best Convention
Centre In Middle
East, MICE Report
Awards 2012

Gold Medal in
the Arabic Mezza
Category inc 2 Silver
& 1 Bronze,
Salon Culinaire
Diyafa 2012

Best Events
Venue, Middle
East Event
Awards 2013

Bronze and
Silver Medals,
Gulfood’s
Salon
Culinaire 2014

Best Congress
& Convention
Centre Middle
East, Business
Destinations Travel
Awards 2012

QNCC’s Oyster
Chandeliers
(Conference Hall)
Special Citation,
IALD International
Lighting Design
Awards 2013
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Qatar is a country to be
measured not by its size,
but by its magnitude. From
ancient traditions to modernday experiences, you can see
and do remarkable things.
we are eager to welcome you
and make it come true.

A Qatari
Adventure Awaits
Nestled in the north-east coast of the Arabian Peninsula, Qatar is strategically located
within the new economic powerhouses of India, South East Asia and the Far East as
well as the consumer markets of the west, all within easy reach. This is what truly
makes Qatar a destination of choice.
Qatar is located at the crossroads of the East and the West. With Qatar Airways, Doha
has flight connectivity to over 150 destinations worldwide, making the capital one of
the largest airline hubs in the region.
Qatar offers a wide selection of accommodations to cater to every discerning business
visitor. World-class hotels of major international brands are available in Doha, ready to
welcome you as you transition smoothly into a culture of art, education, wonder
and tradition.
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The State of Qatar is a new connection of
the 21st century world where innovation,
collaboration and knowledge sharing
come together. As one of the fastest
growing countries in the region, its
perseverance, ambition and energy have
converged to make it one of the most
forward-thinking nations in the Middle
East, with increasing regional and global,
influence.
The country has excelled in delivering
utmost safety to its citizens as it has
consistently ranked as one of the safest
places in the world on the Global Peace
Index, attracting a host of high-profile
conferences, exhibitions, and events.
Qatar is known for its superb
hotels, offering a wide selection of
accommodations to cater to every
visitor, extensive dining, entertainment
and leisure offerings. The majority of the
facilities are only minutes away from
the airport and within minutes from the
business district and key places
of interest.

When it comes to local culture, Qataris
are passionately committed to
preserving their heritage and values.
They have successfully molded modern
life with culture and values, allowing
the past and the present to co-exist
harmoniously. Not to mention their
hospitality as they welcome you into
their lifestyle with friendly smiles and a
little cup of hot coffee.
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Qatar goes well beyond the cultural and
gourmet experiences found in Doha.
Trips out of town are a must-do for any
traveller, offering a unique perspective
of the country’s beauty, bold nature,
history, and life.
Go for a day trip and visit forts, palaces
and mangroves. Camp overnight in an
Arab tent and admire a spectacular
sky. Defy gravity on enormous sand
dunes while having a thrilling off-road
adventure. Sail around Doha Bay or go to
one of the small islands and relax while
you see the city from a different angle. In
a word: enjoy.
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College of the North Atlantic Graduation

COP18

Launch of Nissan Patrol

International Association for the Study of Pain

Porsche Launch

World Innovation Summit for Education (WISE)

Qatar University Graduation

Qitcom Conference and Exhibition

Doha International Maritime Defence
Exhibition And Conference (DIMDEX)

Student’s Research Exhibition

Qatar Petroleum Environment Fair

T: +974 4470 7000 l F: +974 4470 7001
P.O.Box 34195 - Doha - Qatar l qatarconvention.com
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